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Abstract—Multi-axis additive manufacturing enables high flex-
ibility of material deposition along dynamically varied directions.
The Cartesian motion platforms of these machines include three
parallel axes and two rotational axes. Singularity on rotational
axes is a critical issue to be tackled in motion planning for
ensuring high quality of manufacturing results. The highly
nonlinear mapping in the singular region can convert a smooth
toolpath with uniformly sampled waypoints defined in the model
coordinate system into a highly discontinuous motion in the
machine coordinate system, which leads to over-extrusion / under-
extrusion of materials in filament-based additive manufacturing.
The problem is challenging as both the maximal and the minimal
speeds at the tip of a printer head must be controlled in motion.
Moreover, collision may occur when sampling-based collision
avoidance is employed. In this paper, we present a motion plan-
ning method to support the manufacturing realization of designed
toolpaths for multi-axis additive manufacturing. Problems of
singularity and collision are considered in an integrated manner
to improve the motion therefore the quality of fabrication.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADDITIVE manufacturing (AM) has shown significant
impact on a variety of industrial applications with its

capability in agile fabrication of products with complex ge-
ometry [1], [2]. The conventional AM setup always conducts
three-axis motion and accumulates material in planar layers
along the z-axis. Although this simplification can reduce the
cost of hardware system and the complexity of software, it
also brings the problems of weak mechanical strength [3],
additional supporting structure under overhang [4] and stair-
case artifacts on the surface [5].

In recent years, AM systems including multi-axis motion
have been developed to overcome the drawbacks of planar
layer-based material deposition. Material deposition can be
conducted along the normal of curved surface in these systems
so that they enable advanced functions such as support-free or
supportless printing [6]–[11], strength enhancement [12], [13]
and surface quality improvement [14], [15]. Different from
planar-layer based AM, the multi-axis additive manufacturing
(MAAM) system not only requires advanced algorithms to
generate toolpaths on curved layers but also brings in the
challenge of realizing complicated toolpaths on hardware by
motion planning.
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Fig. 1. Bunny models fabricated with curved layers by MAAM with rotational
tilting table. (a) Surface artifacts (circled region) caused by not well-planed
motion. (b) Waypoints in singular region are shown in yellow color. (c) The
surface quality improvement after singularity-aware motion planning.

A. Problem of Motion Planning in MAAM

Without loss of the generality, a toolpath for MAAM can
be represented as a set of waypoints containing both position
and orientation information represented in the work-piece co-
ordinate system (WCS). The waypoints are uniformly sampled
on the toolpath to indicate the desired movement of nozzle
during the process of material deposition in a speed with
less variation. Each waypoint on a toolpath is transferred into
the machine coordinate system (MCS) by inverse kinematics.
However, the mapping between WCS and MCS is nonlinear,
especially in the region where the normal direction is close to
vertical. This issue has been studied in multi-axis computer
numerical control (CNC) milling as singularity (Sec. II-C)
where solutions has been developed in prior research (see
Sec. I-B). However, the existing CNC solutions cannot be
directly applied to MAAM. The reason is threefold.

• Continuous Motion: The filament extrusion during print-
ing process should not be broken; otherwise, both the
surface quality and the mechanical strength of 3D printed
models will be influenced (ref. [13], [16]) – see also the
illustration given in Fig.1.

• Speed Constraints: The feedrate of material deposition
can only be stably controlled by the extruder in a range
[fmin, fmax], which is limited by its working principle
in physics. As a consequence, motion speed at the tip
of a printer head needs to be well controlled within a
corresponding range – i.e., with both the lower and the
upper bounds. To ensure a speed larger than the lower
bound becomes challenging in the singular region as it
may require a fast rotation that is already beyond the
capability of a motor’s maximal speed. Details will be
discussed in Sec. III-B.

• Collision-free: Collision avoidance in MAAM is more
critical as the working surfaces in freeform shape can be
highly complex with many concave regions. When tuning
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waypoints’ normals to optimize motion, collision detec-
tion should be systematically integrated in the routine of
optimization.

In this work, we present a singularity-aware motion plan-
ning pipeline for MAAM, and it is a variant of sampling-based
motion planning. Both singularity and collision are considered
in an integrated way. By our approach, the collision-free
motion of a given toolpath will be generated to optimize the
motion speed at the printer head1 (i.e., falling in the range
determined by the feedrates of material extrusion that can be
realized). As a result, the quality of physical fabrication can
be significantly improved (see Fig.1 for an example). To the
best of our best knowledge, no prior work in CNC literature
has directly controlled the minimal speed of motion on a tool.

B. Related work

We review the related work of motion planning on multi-
axis machines in both CNC milling and 3D printing.

1) Motion planning in multi-axis CNC: For subtractive
manufacturing, the singularity and collision issues for multi-
axis CNC system have been studied for decades. To deal
with singularity, singular cone region was introduced in [18]
. Sorby et al. [19] provided a singularity solution for CNC
machine with a non-orthogonal rotary table. In multi-axis
CNC machining, lifting and re-positioning the cutter [20] is a
possible and intuitive solution to solve the singularity issues.
However, MAAM has strict requirement on the continuity of
motion. This method of retraction cannot be applied here.
Boz et al. [21] solved the winding problem and considered
the dual IK solutions at each waypoint; however, they did
not consider the smoothness of normal variation in singular
region. Yang et al. [22] used spline curves in fifth degree
to improve the continuous of rotation in the singular region,
which however did not utilize the dual IK solutions to decrease
the variation of axial motion. Based on the real-time feedback
of joint angles, My and Bohez [23] proposed an analytical
scheme for identifying and avoiding singular configurations.
Grandguillaume et al. [24] solved the singularity problem
by controlling the waypoints to going through the singular
region while respecting the maximal velocity, acceleration
and jerk on the rotary axes. Collision-free is not directly
considered in their solution of singularity. There are also
researches with focus on generating a collision-free toolpath.
Wang and Tang [25] conducted a method to guarantee the
collision-free and angular-velocity compliance in the CNC
machining process. Potential field is employed in [26] to find
a feasible region away from the obstacle when the collision of
milling tool is detected. Xu et al. [27] proposed a kinematic
performance oriented smoothing method to conduct collision
avoidance. However, more complex shapes and larger tools
make collision detection more complicated in MAAM, and

1In the singular region, little variation of orientation in WCS between two
neighboring waypoints could result in large rotational movement [17] in MCS
(e.g., C-axis). This problem of slow motion at the printer head can only be
solved by either adjusting the orientations of waypoints (our method) or using
a fast enough motor (may cause some problem of dynamic stability). It cannot
be solved by adding more waypoints into the toolpath.

meanwhile collision detection and singularity optimization are
coupled together.

2) Motion planning in AM and MAAM: For the traditional
planar-layer based AM, only translation motion is involved in
the manufacturing process and it is realized by Cartesian or
Delta structures. This machine configuration naturally avoids
collision issue and makes the control task of motion easier to
solve. Material deposition at sharp features [28], [29] and the
continuity of filament extrusion [30] have been well studied
for planar-layer based AM. A more comprehensive survey of
motion and toolpath planning in AM can be found in [31].
When more degrees of freedom (DOFs) are introduced into
the material processing, the complexity of motion planning
increases sharply for multi-axis machines due to the kinematic
redundancy and the collision issues. As a flexible motion
platform, robotic arms have been employed to realize multi-
axis motion for 3D printing (see [32] for a survey). Prior
works [9], [33], [34] have provided the smooth path planning
and feed-rate control for robot-assisted MAAM system. Huang
et al. [35] present an optimization-based planning method
for robot-assisted frame structure of 3D printing, which finds
feasible fabrication sequence to avoid collision. Bhatt et al. [6]
adopted a neural network-based scheme to improved both the
accuracy and the time lag error for fabricating more accurate
parts. Dai et al. [36] developed an algorithm to preserve
discrete time constraints when optimizing jerk behavior for the
motion of robotic arm. However, there is less work focusing
on motion planning under the speed limitation in singularity
region for Cartesian-type multi-axis printers. These machine
structure (as shown in Fig.2) are more commonly used for
MAAM or hybrid machining as it can generally provide
motion with higher precision.

C. Our approach

This following contributions are made in this paper:
• We present a sampling-based motion planning algorithm

to generate a singularity-aware, smooth and collision-free
motion by adjusting nozzle orientations of waypoints on
a given toolpath, where the coupled problem of collision
and singularity are solved systematically.

• Our algorithm optimizes the motion of machine to satisfy
the required range of speeds on the nozzle movement that
is derived from the speed limits of material extrusion, and
hence improves the surface quality of fabricated models
in the singular regions.

Our motion planning method is general, which can support
MAAM systems in different machine configurations. The
effectiveness of our motion planning is demonstrated by the
quality of fabrication results and can also be observed from
the supplementary video.

II. MOTION PLANNING IN MAAM: PROBLEM ANALYSIS

In the process of MAAM, the nozzle of printer head moves
along designed toolpaths to align materials, where each tool-
path L is usually represented by a set of waypoints with
both position and orientation information. We remark a single
waypoint as x = [p,n] ∈ R6 , where p = [px, py, pz]
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TABLE I
INVERSE KINEMATICS OF MAAM SYSTEMS IN THREE DIFFERENT MACHINE CONFIGURATIONS

Configuration I (Fig. 2(a)): Configuration II (Fig. 2(b)): Configuration III (Fig. 2(c)):
rotational table and tilting head rotational and tilting extrusion head rotational and tilting platform

B/C B = ±acos(nz), C = −atan2(ny/nx)± πH(B)
X px cosC − py sinC + d sinB px + r sinC + h cosC sinB px cosB cosC − py cosB sinC + pz sinB
Y −px sinC − py cosC py − r cosC + h sinC sinB + r px sinC + py cosC
Z pz − d(1− cosB) pz + h cosB − h py sinB sinC − px sinB cosC + pz cosB

A/C A = ±acos(nz), C = −atan2(nx/ny)± πH(A)
X −px cosC + py sinC px − r cosC + h sinC sinA+ r px cosC − py sinC
Y px sinC + py cosC − d sinA py − r sinC − h cosC sinA px cosA sinC + py cosA cosC − pz sinA
Z pz − d(1− cosA) pz + h cosA− h px sinA sinC + py sinA cosC + pz cosA

∗d is the distance between the tip of nozzle and the B-axis, h is the distance between the tip of nozzle and the intersection of B and C axes, and r defines
the distance between the tip of nozzle and the C-axis. All these symbols have been illustrated in Fig. 2.

and n = [nx, ny, nz] represent the position and the nozzle
orientation respectively. Note that n is a normalized vector in
the rest of our paper. In this section, we first study the problem
of motion requirement caused by the control of material
extrusion. The solution of inverse kinematics (IK) for three
different machine configurations are then presented. Lastly,
the coupled issues of singularity and collision are discussed.

A. Extrusion Control and Motion Requirement

For most systems of multi-axis motion, the dynamic control
of extra DOF such as the motor for material extrusion can
be well synchronized with the axial motions. However, the
speed of material extrusion is not only limited by the motor
of extruder but also many other factors (e.g., the diameter of
filaments and the hysteresis property of materials). There is a
bounded range of material extrusion speed which could be ob-
tained from experiment as [fmin, fmax]. For MAAM machine,
the layer thickness and the toolpath width are dynamically
changed. We then estimate the amount of material extrusion
between xi and xi+1 as

∆E =
k

4
(T (xi)+T (xi+1)(W (xi)+W (xi+1)‖pi+1pi‖ (1)

where ∆E denotes the volume of extrusion between two
waypoints xi and xi+1. T (·) and W (·) are the layer thickness
and the toolpath width at a waypoint, and k is a machine-
related coefficient that can be obtained by calibration. The
minimally required time and the maximally allowed time to
travel between xi and xi+1 can be derived as [tmin, tmax] =
[∆E/fmax,∆E/fmin].

Based on the above analysis, the motion speed v at the
tip of a printer head should fall in the following range as
v ∈ [vmin, vmax] to achieve a stable material extrusion:

[vmin, vmax] =

[
fmin‖pi+1pi‖

∆E
,
fmax‖pi+1pi‖

∆E

]
. (2)

The upper bound vmax is imposed to avoid under-extrusion
that can be satisfied by inserting more sample points between
two neighboring waypoints. Moreover, the lower bound vmin

is to prevent over-extrusion, which cannot always be achieved
when the motion trajectory passing through the singular re-
gion. This will be analyzed below and can be achieved by our
motion planning algorithm.

Fig. 2. Three different configurations of parallel-based multi-axis motion
platforms, where the top row shows their application in MAAM systems.
Red arrows in the bottom row are used to denote the nozzle of printer head.

B. Kinematics of Parallel-based Multi-Axis Setups
The essential step of motion planning is to compute the

forward / inverse kinematics of a machine used in MAAM,
which actually defines the mapping between WCS and MCS.
In our work, three different parallel-based multi-axis setups
are employed to realize linear and rotational movement of the
nozzle (see Fig. 2 for the illustration).

Forward kinematics of machines in these configurations is
straightforward. Here we only discuss IK solutions as the
singularity problem is caused by it. For a given waypoint x,
we can obtain its IK solution on all the three configurations
with B and C axes as

B = ± acos(nz), C = −atan2(
ny
nx

)± πH(B), (3)

where H(·) is the Heaviside step function. Note that for the
configuration with B-axis being replaced by A axial rotation,
the IK solution can be obtained by replacing ny/nx with
nx/ny in Eq.(3), which gives

A = ± acos(nz), C = −atan2(
nx
ny

)± πH(A). (4)

The corresponding solutions for linear axis motion (i.e., X, Y
and Z) are listed in Table I.

C. Issue of Singularity
We now analyze the reason of singularity and also the

coupled winding issue in the solution of C-axis.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the singularity caused by the highly nonlinear mapping
of IK solutions.

Fig. 4. Motion gap of C-axis is caused by the function atan2(), and the
singular region is visualized as the red cylinder (left). The sharp jumps on
C-axis (right-top) can be reduced by considering the winding solution (right-
bottom), where the corresponding solutions are also shown in the left as red
and black curves.

Directly using the IK solution (Eqs.3 and 4) will result in
enormous change of rotational angle when the orientation n of
a waypoint is nearly parallel to Z-axis in WCS. For example
as shown in Fig.3, the IK solution can map a trajectory
with uniform variation in orientations (i.e., 10◦ between any
two neighboring waypoints xi and xi+1) into a motion with
highly non-uniform angle change on the C-axis – e.g., 72◦

between x4 and x5 while there is only 1◦ between x0 and
x1. This is caused by the nonlinear mapping introduced by
the atan2(·) function. The region of configurations with the
angle to Z-axis less than α is defined as the singular region
(e.g., the red cylindrical region shown in the left of Fig. 4),
where α is a machine-oriented coefficient that can be tuned
by experiment [19]. When the angle change between two
neighboring waypoints on C-axis is too large, the motor used
for C-axis may not be able to provide the speed that is fast
enough to result in the speed v > vmin at the tip of printer
head. To solve this problem, we adjust the orientations of
waypoints in the singular region to control the maximal angle
difference between neighboring waypoints.

Considering the property of atan2(·) in Eq.(3), there are
discontinuity at ±π, which brings sharp jump if nx < 0 and
ny changes its sign between neighbor waypoints (as shown in
the left of Fig. 4). Meanwhile, there are multiple solutions of
B- and C-axis in Eq. 3. Especially, if the range limitation of C-
axis within [−π,+π] is released, periodic solutions on C-axis
can be employed to remove the sharp jump by considering
the continuity between configurations of two neighboring
waypoints (see the right of Fig. 4). However, winding solutions

Fig. 5. Eliminating collision by local orientation adjustment. (a) A direction
of extruder that will lead to collision (region shown in red). (b) Collision is
eliminated after orientation adjustment.

cannot solve the aforementioned issue of singularity.
In the following section, we present a motion planning

method to solve the problem of singularity by adjusting the
orientation of waypoints falling in the singular region. The
goal is to ensure the moving speed v between two waypoints
always be feasible within the range [vmin, vmax]. Moreover,
collision should be avoided when changing the orientations of
waypoints. Details are discussed in the following section.

III. SINGULARITY-AWARE MOTION PLANNING

In this section, we present our motion planning method
considering both the singularity and the collision issues. A
sampling-based strategy is employed here. Every waypoint is
converted into one or more points in the machine configuration
space MCS, where some waypoints’ orientations will be
slightly adjusted. The final trajectory of motion is determined
as an optimal path on the graph formed by using these
configuration points as nodes, where the total angle variation
on B- and C-axes is minimized.

A. Collision elimination by orientation adjustment

When using the prior curved-layer slicer [7], [13] to gen-
erate the toolpaths for MAAM, the initial orientations of
waypoints are computed by the normals of local surface
according to the heuristic of applying a locally vertical
material adhesion. As only local shape is considered, these
initial assignments of waypoints cannot ensure the orientation
smoothness throughout the whole toolpath L. Collision also
occurs at some local regions (see Fig. 5(a) for an illustration).
Laplacian based smoothing can be applied to the orientations
of waypoints to enhance the smoothness of a toolpath but it can
also make collision-free waypoints become collided, which
will be further processed by the method introduced below.

Collision detection is conducted by modeling a convex-
hull of the printer head as C, which is axial symmetry. For
a waypoint xi ∈ L, we apply rigid transformation to C so that
the nozzle’s tip is located at the pi and the rotational axis of
C is aligned with ni. The transformed convex-hull is denoted
by C(pi,ni). The collision-indication function Γ(· · · ) can be
evaluated by

Γ(xi) =

{
0, Cn(pi,ni) ∩Mi ∩ P = ∅
1, otherwise

, (5)

where P denotes the platform and Mi represents the part of
model already printed before xi.

We can segment the (smoothed) toolpath L into collided
region Lc and collision-free region Lw. For every waypoint
xi = (pi,ni) in Lc, we generate k variants of xi as x̃ji =
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(pi,n
j
i ) with j = 1, . . . , k by randomly sampling nji on the

Gaussian sphere around the point ni with nji ·ni ≥ cosβ. The
value of β is used to control the maximally allowed change in
orientation (e.g., β = 45◦ is employed in our implementation).
The collision check is applied to every variant and only the
collision-free variant will be kept as candidate waypoints for
motion planning. When no collision-free variant is found, we
slightly enlarge β by 10% and generate samples again. This
step is repeated until a collision-free variant is found. Our
motion planning algorithm will select one variant from the set
of variants for each waypoint to form the final trajectory while
considering the motion smoothness. Details will be presented
in Section III-C.

B. Processing waypoints in singular region

By editing the orientations of the waypoints on a toolpath L,
we enhance its smoothness in MCS and also make it collision-
free. However, the smoothness of L in motion (particularly
rotational axes) still needs to be further processed due to the
singularity issue of atan2() function used in IK.

Specifically, we define that a waypoint falls in the singular
region Rs if√

(nx/nz)
2

+ (ny/nz)
2 ≤ tan(α). (6)

Here α is a small threshold in angle relating to the machine’s
response speed on C-axis, and α = 4.5◦ is used in our
implementation according to experiment.

We are able to segment a given toolpath L into the segments
inside and out of singular region – denoted as Ls and L\Ls.
The last singularity-free waypoint before enteringRs (denoted
by xs) and the first singularity-free waypoint after leaving Rs
(denoted by xe) are called anchor points as their orientations
will not be processed. There are three different cases of Ls
including:

1) Ls is connected with waypoints that are out of singular
region in both sides,

2) L ends with Ls, and
3) L starts from Ls.

The last two are special cases of the first one, where singularity
issue can be intuitively solved by aligning the orientation of
all waypoints in Ls to be the same as the orientation of anchor
points xe or xs. In other words, B and C-axis motion are fixed
for these special singular regions.

The singular region defined in Eq.(6) is inside a circle with
radius as tanα in the Cartesian coordinate system (as shown
in the left of Fig. 6), which can also be represented as a band
region as B ∈ [−α,+α] by the cylindrical coordinates (as
shown in the right of Fig. 6). For a general case of the toolpath
portion Ls in the singular region with two anchor waypoints
xs and xe, we either push every waypoint to the boundary or
make another path inside the singular region but with smaller
angle change between neighboring waypoints.

The orientations of processed waypoints in Ls should
smoothly change between ns and ne, which are the orien-
tations of xs and xe respectively. Assume Cs and Ce are
the corresponding IK solution of xs and xe on C-axis and
θ(Ce, Cs) returns the angle difference between them after

α

-α

Cylinder coordinate 

B-axisny/nz

nx/nz

ny/nz

nx/nz

Singular Region Boundary

ΔC’

Cartesian coordinate
xs

xe

xs

xe’

O

O

xe

O

xe

xs

xe

B-axis

ΔC

（a）

（b）

Singular Region Boundary

C-axis

xs

O

xe’

Fig. 6. Singularity processing for waypoints in Ls. (a) Situation with ∆C =
‖Cs − Ce‖ < π

2
, pushing the waypoints x ∈ Ls onto the boundary of

the singular region. (b) By using the other feasible solution (denoted by x′e)
for the anchor point xe, the waypoints x ∈ Ls go through singular region
orderly with less angle variation.

considering the winding effect, there are two cases when
processing the waypoints in Ls.

• θ(Ce, Cs) ≤ π
2 : A minor arc is detected by projecting

the anchor points, xs and xe, to the boundary of singular
region. All waypoints in Ls are projected onto this arc
with equal distance. This ensures that the B-axis motion
is locked (i.e., keeping a constant angle α) and C-axis has
uniform and smooth motion within Ls. An illustration of
this projection can be found in Fig. 6(a).

• θ(Ce, Cs) >
π
2 : The above method of projection can also

be applied – see the black dash curve shown in the left
of Fig. 6(b). However, a solution with smaller angle vari-
ation on C-axis can be found by using the other feasible
solution of xe (denoted by x′e, which has an inverse value
of Be as B′e = −Be and a value of Ce as C ′e = Ce+π). A
newly updated toolpath Ls can be obtained by generating
an interpolation curve between (Bs, Cs) and (B′e, C

′
e) –

see also the illustration in Fig. 6(b). This solution is better
because of θ(C ′e, Cs) < θ(Ce, Cs).

After applying this method to process the waypoints in Ls,
we can resolve the problem of large angle change on C-axis
for most cases. However, there are still some extreme cases
having too large angular chance. We break toolpaths in these
extreme regions although it rarely happens.

Changing orientations of the waypoints in Ls will be pos-
sible to generate newly collided configurations. Specifically,
if collision occurs at a waypoint x̄i processed from xi, the
sampling method introduced in Section III-A is employed to
generate k collision-free samples {x̃ji} varied from x̄i. To
make the newly generated samples closer to x̄i, the samples
are generated within a smaller area (e.g., with the orientation
change less than 10◦). How to select samples to form the final
motion trajectory will be discussed in the next sub-section.
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ALGORITHM 1: Singularity-aware Motion Planning
Input: Waypoints for MAAM toolpath L = {x0,x1...xn}.
Output: The best feasible configurations for the waypoints

on L that give a collision-free and smooth motion.
/* Preprocessing */

1 Laplacian based smoothing for the orientations of waypoints;
/* Singularity-aware motion processing */

2 Run singularity check by Eq.(6) and detect the segment Ls;
3 Compute initial IK solution for all waypoints in R5

MCS ;
4 foreach Ls = {xs,xs+1, ...xe} do
5 if xs = x0 or xe = xn then
6 Fix B and C-axis motion with xs (or xe).
7 else

/* Ls in-and-out singular zone */
8 Generating new B- and C-axis coordinates for every

waypoints in Ls by the method in Section III-B
9 end

10 ∀xi ∈ Ls, compute its singular-processed variant x̄i;
11 end

/* Generate collision-free variants */
12 foreach xi ∈ L do
13 Run collision check for xi by Eq. 5;
14 if Γ(xi) > 0 then
15 Generate k variants for xi outside the singular

region as {x̃ji};
16 end
17 end

/* Graph based search */
18 Construct G by waypoints or their collision-free variants;
19 Apply the Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute a shortest path T

on G which minimizes J(T ) defined in Eq.(7);
20 Compute X, Y, Z-axis coordinates for every nodes on T by

IK solution (Table I);
21 return Optimized [X, Y, Z, B, C] of every nodes on T .

C. Algorithms for Motion Planning

By applying the methods presented in the above two sub-
sections, every waypoint xi ∈ L is in a status as one of the
following three cases.
• Case 1: processed to a variant x̄i when xi falls in the

singular region and x̄i is also collision-free;
• Case 2: processed into k collision-free variants {x̃ji} if

collision occurs at xi or collision happens at its variant
x̄i with singularity processed;

• Case 3: kept unchanged when xi is neither in the singular
region nor collided.

When applying IK computing, every waypoint xi (or its k
variants) will be converted into 2 (or 2k) feasible configura-
tions {cai } in MCS (a = 1, 2 or a = 1, · · · , 2k), where each
configuration is treated as a sample for motion planning. The
final trajectory of motion will be obtained by connecting one
selected sample for every waypoints in L.

A metric is defined as following to evaluate the rotational
smoothness of a motion trajectory T

J(T ) =
∑
i

|B(cTi
i )−B(c

Ti+1

i+1 )|+ |C(cTi
i )−C(c

Ti+1

i+1 )| (7)

where Ti denotes the index of the selected sample for the
trajectory T at xi, and the coordinates of rotational axes for
a configuration are given by B(·) and C(·). Here we use L1-
norm instead of L2-norm here as L1-norm is less sensitive to
local errors. Note that although this metric only evaluates the
angular change on B- and C-axes, it also indirectly measures

Fig. 7. A graph-based algorithm for searching a path (red) on which collision
is eliminated and kinematics in singular region is optimized.

the smoothness of orientation change on the corresponding
toolpath which is ensured by the mapping of forward kine-
matics. Among all possible trajectories, the ‘best’ one gives
the smallest value of J(·).

A graph-based algorithm is employed to obtain the best
trajectory. First of all, the samples of each waypoints in the
machine configuration space MCS are converted into a column
of 2 (or 2k) nodes on a graph G as each waypoint has two
IK solutions based on Eqs.(3) and (4). The column of nodes
for the waypoint xi is denoted by Ni. For the toolpath L
with n waypoints, n columns of nodes are constructed (see
Fig.7 for an illustration). Directed edges are added between
nodes in neighboring columns. Specifically, for two nodes in
two columns as cai ∈ Ni and cbi+1 ∈ Ni+1, a directed edge
pointing from cai to cbi+1 is added into G with the weight of
edge as |B(cai )−B(cbi+1)|+ |C(cai )− C(cbi+1)|.

When construct the nodes of G, collision is only considered
and prevented at the samples of waypoints and their variants.
Although rarely, collision can still occur when there is ex-
tremely large change of orientation between two neighboring
nodes. To prevent this case, we compute the swept volume of a
printer head between two waypoints [37] while constructing an
edge between their corresponding nodes. If collision between
this swept volume and the part of model already printed or
the platform, we will remove this edge from the graph G. As
a result, all candidate paths on G will be continuous collision-
free. In our implementation, we compute the convex hull of
printer head in two poses to approximate the general swept
volume when the orientation change is small.

After constructing G in the above way, the optimized
trajectory of motion that minimize the objective function J(·)
defined in Eq.(7) can be obtained by computing the shortest
path on G. The Dijkstra algorithm [38] is employed here.
The pseudo-code for our singularity-aware motion planning is
summarized in Algorithm 1. A collision-free trajectory with
smooth motion can be obtained as the output of our method.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented the motion planning pipeline for
MAAM in C++. Source code of our implementation is re-
leased2. Our method can be generally applied to all parallel
multi-axis configurations as shown in Fig. 2, and a simulation

2https://github.com/zhangty019/MultiAxis 3DP MotionPlanning
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Fig. 8. Fabrication result for a mechanical model obtained from topology
optimization – named as topo-opt. Artifacts that damage surface quality and
break the continuity of filament can be found in the zoom view of (a), which
is significantly reduced by applying our method – see the result shown in (b).
The values of motion on B- and C-axes for a layer of toolpath are compared
and given in two graphs at the bottom.

Fig. 9. The comparison of motion trajectories generated from orientation
smoothed toolpaths, where the curves for the values on X-, B- and C-axes
before vs. after applying our method are shown. The physically fabricated
results shows that both over-extrusion (red rectangular) and under-extrusion
(blue rectangular) can be effectively eliminated.

platform that can mimic the behavior of multi-axis motion is
used to check collision before the physical fabrication (more
details can be found in the Supplemental Video). The compu-
tation is efficient – e.g., the motion planning of toolpaths with
41k ∼ 434k waypoints can be completed in 27.8 ∼ 324.9
sec. on a PC with 2.30GHz Intel Core i7-10875H CPU and
32GB memory. Experiment of fabrication has been conducted
on different models to verify the effectiveness of our approach.

We first compare the results of models fabricated by using
trajectories before and after applying our motion planning
method. For the trajectory not optimized, it is also processed
by Laplacian-based smoothing; but differently, the strategy of
[20] is used in singular region by keeping the B- and C-angles
unchanged in singular region and breaking the toolpath be-
tween waypoints having large angular variation. Two models,
bunny and topo-opt, are tested and shown in Fig.1 and Fig.8
respectively. Significant quality improvement can be observed
in the regions where toolpath falls into the singular region.

Model without with opt. Model without with opt.
Pit 13.07% 2.90% Dome 6.90% 1.48%

Double curve 11.99% 3.05% Bunny 10.71% 2.03%
Simple curve 17.74% 0.14% Topo-opt 9.28% 1.86%

Fig. 10. Histograms for the speed v of the tip of a printer head at all
waypoints with vs. without singularity-aware optimization, where our tests are
conducted on six different models with the singular waypoints displayed in
yellow. Percentages of waypoints whose speed v /∈ [vmin, vmax] are reported
in the table.

To quantitatively analyze the behavior of our method in
enhancing the smoothness of axial motion, we visualize
the values of B- and C-axes before and after applying our
singularity-aware motion optimization in Fig. 8. The singular
region has been given by dash lines, which is corresponding to
the band region of cylindrical coordinate shown in Fig. 6. The
motion has been optimized to require much less change on the
C-axis between neighboring waypoints. The similar analysis
is conducted for a model with relatively simpler shape (see
the bottom row of Fig. 9), which however has a large area of
surface falling in the singular region (i.e., with nearly vertical
surface normal). For this example, we do not break a toolpath
in singular region even for trajectory directly obtained from
IK. Therefore, after generating over-extrusion in single region
(see the region circled by red dash lines shown in Fig. 9),
it is followed by a portion of under-extrusion that is caused
by the hysteresis property of materials (see the region circled
by blue dash lines). Both the over-extrusion and the under-
extrusion can be eliminated on the result fabricated by using
the motion trajectory optimized by our method. Note that the
improvement of motion on C-axis is caused by the participate
of motion on B-axis; therefore more significant movements
occur on B-axis after optimization (see Figs. 8 and 9).

We have tested our method on a variety of models. It is
found that our approach can effectively change the motion
speed at the tip of a printer head to make it within the range of
[vmin, vmax]. As shown in Fig. 10, the percentage of waypoints
that violate this speed requirement can be significantly de-
creased after applying the optimization proposed in this paper.
In our tests, [vmin, vmax] = [1.0, 25.0] (mm/s) is employed
according to the limited of feedrates that can be provided by
the material extruder. Note that, the maximal speed of all
motors on X-, Y-, Z-, B- and C-axes are considered when
computing the feasible speed v on a machine here.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To support the manufacturing realization of designed tool-
paths for MAAM in different machine configurations, we
present a sampling-based motion planning method to solve
the problems of singularity and collision in an integrated
way. Variants with adjusted orientations are generated for
waypoints when needed, and the best trajectory is obtained
by connecting the IK solutions with minimal total change of
angles on B- and C-axes. As a result, the motion therefore the
quality of fabrication can be clearly improved, which has been
demonstrated by experimental tests.

We have a few plans to further improve our approach in the
future. During the optimization for singularity, the rotation of
C-axis is assumed to be unlimited in the current formulation.
However, for some machine configuration of MAAM (e.g.,
Fig. 2(b)), the motion on C-axis must be constrained due
to the twining of electronic cables and material filaments.
Constraints for this will be added in our future work. Besides
the speed bounds of material extrusion, the acceleration and
jerk limitation of actual material extrusion will be considered
in our future work of motion planning.
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